
Fourthclass Duties and Details (1SGs, with assistance of Supply Sergeants) 

1. Situation. Upperclass cadets plan and supervise fourthclass execution of various duties 
and details in order to build upperclass capacity to lead and manage small teams and to 
build fourthclass capacity to work as members of a team, accomplish tasks to standard, 
and exercise peer leadership.  The intent is for upperclass cadets use the steps and 
principles of CTM and the plan, prep, execute, and assess training methodology to 
accomplish the mission and develop themselves and the fourthclass cadets. 

2. Mission. First Sergeants develop company SOPs for the planning, preparation, execution, 
and assessment of the following fourthclass duties and details: sweep details, barracks 
SMI preparation, barracks perimeter police call, and Bulldog/Citadel crest shining. 

3. Execution 
a. Concept. The chain of command conducts periods of instruction and issues 

orders that effectively communicate the mission to both the upperclass supervisor and 
the fourthclass members of the detail. The members of the detail execute the mission 
under upperclass supervision. As the school year progresses and the fourthclass 
cadets develop capacity, the upperclass cadets increasingly use more decentralized 
leadership techniques, while still maintaining appropriate supervision, and the 
fourthclass cadets increasingly assume greater responsibilities for peer leadership and 
management.  

b. Coordinating Instructions 
1) SOPs will include: 
 The 5Ws for each duty or detail (sweep details, barracks SMI preparation, 

barracks perimeter police call, and Bulldog/Citadel crest shining) 
 The briefing each detail leader will receive 
 The means of assigning personnel and the means of communicating the 

assignment 
 The means of assigning uppercalss supervisory leadership 
 The format for the evaluation of knob performance 

2) The Supply Sergeant will assist the First Sergeant in the development of this SOP. 

  



Challenge Week Task Tracker (PSGs) 

1. Situation. Each fourthclass cadet carries with him or her a “Challenge Week Task Tracker” 
and a “fourthclass knowledge tracking log” is in the back of the Guidon.  The purpose of 
these documents for the fourthclass cadets are to help them know what their training 
requirements are and their training status.  The purpose of these documents for the upperclass 
cadets are to help them maintain training awareness of their subordinates and to develop the 
skills necessary to manage a personnel training program. 

 
2. Mission.  Platoon Sergeants develop a platoon SOP to plan, prepare, execute, and assess the 

use of the “Challenge Week Task Tracker” and the “fourthclass knowledge tracking log” 
during Challenge Week. 

 
3. Execution 

a. Concept.  Company TACs will issue the Company Commander sufficient Guidons 
and “Challenge Week Task Trackers” for each fourthclass cadet.  Fourthclass cadets 
will carry those items with them in their knobbie bags.  The Squad Leader (or other 
trainer) will initial and date the appropriate space when each item is initially trained.  
Each time the task is tested, the Squad Leader or other trainer will initial and date the 
appropriate space and assess the proficiency as Go or No Go.  In addition to serving 
as a record of formally scheduled training, addressing training needs identified in the 
“Tracker” will be standard hip-pocket training.  
 

b. Tasks. 
 

1) Platoon Leaders. 
Brief the TAC on the platoon SOP and adjust based on his guidance. 
Ensure compliance with the platoon SOP and the TAC’s intent. 

2) Platoon Sergeants. 
Develop a platoon SOP for use of the “Challenge Week Task Tracker” and the 
“fourthclass knowledge tracking log” during Challenge Week as part of the Roles 
and Responsibilities CLDT block of instruction.  Submit it to your platoon leader 
for approval before the end of CLDT. 
 

c. Coordinating Instructions 
1) SOPs will include the following 

A program to train and certify squad leaders on the use of the documents, to 
include training on the assessment system. 
A program to provide quad leaders feedback on their performance in this aspect 
of their leadership development 
Guidance on re-training, sustainment training, and hip-pocket training. 

2) Platoon SOPs and inspection procedures will be consistent with the general 
guidelines for hip-pocket training presented in the How to Train Manual on pages 



24-25, individual training in the NCO Guide in Chapter 3, and feedback in The 
Citadel Training Manual in Chapter 4. 
 
 

  



Fourthclass Counseling (Squad Leaders) 
 
1. Situation. Platoon Sergeants have received training on counseling during the NCO Academy, 

and both Platoon Sergeants and Squad Leaders have received instruction on fourthclass 
counseling requirements during CLDT.  Those required counselings are: 

a. Initial counseling within 48 hours of assignment to a unit or placement into a new 
duty position 

b. Performance counseling at end of Challenge Week 
c. Performance counseling at end of Cadre Period 
d. Event counseling after CFPTs 
e. Event counseling after mid-term and semester grades 
f. Event counseling in preparation for rank boards 
g. Performance counseling the week before Recognition Day 

 
Additional information about counseling is in Chapter 4 of the NCO Guide and sample 
counseling statement are posted on the Fourthclass System and Leader Development page at 
http://www.citadel.edu/root/assistant-commandant-fourthclass-system. 

 
2. Mission. Squad Leaders will prepare their initial counseling statements, decide on a time and 

method to deliver those counselings, rehearse the initial counseling session with each other 
and then by evaluated on it by their Platoon Sergeant, and develop a tentative plan for their 
required end of Challenge Week performance counseling in order to be prepared for 
Challenge Week. 
 

3. Execution 
a. Concept.  Squad Leaders perform all tasks in the mission statement except for the Platoon 

Sergeant evaluation during Part 2 of the Roles and Responsibilities class.  Squad Leaders 
coordinate with their Platoon Sergeant for the evaluation to be conducted within 24 hours 
of the class.  Once the counseling statement is approved by the Platoon Sergeant, Squad 
Leaders prepare sufficient copies for the number of fourthclass cadets to be assigned to 
their squad. 
 

b. Coordinating Instructions. 
1) Squad Leaders will maintain counseling forms in an individual manila folder for each 

cadet or collectively in a tabbed binder and Platoon Sergeants will manage the 
counseling program in their platoons, to include providing feedback to Squad Leaders 
on their performance as counsellors.  Platoon Leaders and 1SGs will sample and 
inspect as necessary. 

  

http://www.citadel.edu/root/assistant-commandant-fourthclass-system


Kelly Cup (Drill Masters) 
 

1. Situation. The Commandant’s Department conducts a Kelly Cup Squad Drill 
Competition culminating on Parents’ Day in order to help upperclass cadets develop the 
skills associated with planning, preparing, executing, and assessing training, to help 
fourthclass cadets reach a new level of excellence in drill and teamwork, and to recognize 
superior performance both of the trainers and the squads.  The intent is that squad leaders 
will use the five steps of CTM to build in themselves and their squad a shared 
commitment to excellence and that those efforts will be appropriately recognized and 
rewarded. 

2. Mission. Drillmasters develop a frago for their company that outlines how the Kelly Cup 
Squad Sergeant and squad members will be selected and trained. 

3. Execution 
a. Concept.. The Assistant Commandant for Operations and Training issues an 

oporder for the Kelly Cup competition. During Challenge Week, the cadre selects 
fourthclass cadets who demonstrate exceptional proficiency in drill to be members 
of their company’s Kelly Cup Squad.  After selection, the selected Kelly Cup 
Squad Sergeant conducts training to develop the ad hoc squad into a cohesive 
team that is prepared for the competition. Prior to Parents’ Weekend, Cadet Drill 
Masters under the supervision of TAC NCOs use the standards in the oporder to 
evaluate each company’s Kelly Cup squad in personal appearance and drill 
performance. The top four squads continue to the final competition which is 
conducted on Parents’ Day. The winning squad and squad leader are awarded a 
weekend. The second, third, and fourth place finishers are awarded an overnight.  

b. Coordinating Instructions. 
1) Fragos will include the following: 

a) Selection criteria for Kelly Cup Squad Sergeant 
b) Selection criteria for squad members 
c) Training calendar  

  



Fourthclass Outprocessing (Supply Sergeants) 
 

1. Situation. Fourthclass withdrawl procedures are outlined in the White Book, Chapter 6, 
Section 2 available at http://www.citadel.edu/root/cadet-regulations/the-white-book.  The 
Supply Sergeant is responsible for the inventorying, safeguarding, and disposition of the 
personal property of withdrawing cadets who cannot or do not take their property with 
them. 

2. Mission. Supply Sergeants develop a company SOP for the inventorying, safeguarding, 
and disposition of the personal property of withdrawing cadets who cannot or do not take 
their property with them. 

3. Execution 
a. Concept. Under normal circumstances, an out-processing fourthclass cadet will 

take his property with him.  In the event a cadet is unable to do the necessary out-
processing or is AWOL, the Company Supply Sgt and a witness (usually a 
member of the Company Human Affairs Team) will inventory the cadet’s gear 
using CC Form 23.  The Supply Sergeant will make four copies of the form.   One 
copy will remain with the out-processing cadet (if available), one copy will be 
turned in to central supply at the time the boxes are dropped off, one will be 
turned in to the Commandant Department Administrative Assistant, and one will 
be turned in to the Company TAC.  Complete details are described in White 
Book, Chapter 6, Section 2 

b. Coordinating Instructions. 
1) Fragos will include the following: 

a. Division of labor between the Supply Sergeant and Human Affairs Team 
b. Inventory procedures 
c. Boxing procedures 
d. Transporting to Central Supply procedures 
e. Documentation procedures 

2) Upon completing the SOP, Supply Sergeants will brief it to the Company XO 
and then the Supply Sergeant and XO will brief it to the TAC for approval. 
 

 
 

  

http://www.citadel.edu/root/cadet-regulations/the-white-book


 




